The host-range proteins of lambda and 080, while differing sharply in host-receptor specificity and in sensitivity to phage-killing antiserum, can be assembled into functional phage tail structures of mixed composition.
Structural elements of the bacteriophages lambda and 080 can interact at several levels of morphogenetic organization to form phage particles of mixed composition. Genomes of 080 have been found encapsulated in the protein package of lambda (5) , and lambda dgal genomes, deleted of head and tail genes, can be packaged by a co-infecting 480 (6) . Heads from tail mutants of lambda can become infectious particles by joining to tails from 480, although heads from 480 are not measurably activated by lambda tails (3, 5; S. Casjens, Fed. Proc., p.
444, 1972). I have observed that 480 can, under
proper mixed-infection conditions, complement mutants in the A, W, B, C, D, E, and FII head genes of lambda (unpublished results) . This indicates that functional phage heads can be assembled from mixed 080 and lambda proteins.
In this series of complementation experiments, I also observed that the lambdagenotype progeny of 480-lambda mixed infections were phenotypically mixed with respect to host range. They would not plate efficiently on Escherichia coli strain C600, which is 080 resistant. They would plate on strain W 1485, which is sensitive to both phages, and would plate on C600 after preadsorption to W 1485.
In addition to the strongly specific head-tail mixing between lambda and 480, there is the possibility that tails also might be assembled from mixed proteins. Appleyard et al. (1) particle responsible for its binding to the host cell and its sensitivity to phage-killing antisera, and it is at least principally composed of the product of the J gene in lambda. Of all lambda mutants tested, only J mutants are defective in the production of serum blocking antigen (2) .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A rabbit antiserum prepared against highly purified lambda phage particles was determined to be quite specific for lambda over 080 as measured by phage inactivation. This is shown by lines 1 and 2 of Fig. 1 ; line 1 represents the sensitivity of phage with lambda host range, line 2 that of 080. These curves are typical of all such comparisons with this serum. The differential sensitivity is not absolute; some cross-reaction is a consistent feature. The cross-reaction is, however, sufficiently small that sensitivity to this serum can clearly be used as an indicator of the presence of lambda host-range protein.
A mixed infection was performed with wildtype 480 and lambda att50imm50 (4) Fig. 1 . These are the progeny which produced plaques directly on lawns of C600. Again, this requires both the phenotypic function and the genotype of lambda host range. This population is clearly more sensitive than the mixed-infection lambda progeny as a whole, and less sensitive than the single-infection progeny.
All points in Fig. 1 represent an average of at least four titers. The average standard error of the mean is ±9.4%. The slopes of curves 1, 2, 4, and 5 were fitted by least squares, with standard errors of estimated slope equalling 3.43, 1.65, 0.18, and 0.15%, respectively. No straight line will fit within the probable error envelopes of the points of curve 3. This is consistent with the heterogeneity in antiserum sensitivity of this population that is demonstrated by the distinctly different sensitivity of the normalphenotype subpopulation represented by curve 5 .
These data directly demonstrate that hostrange phenotypic mixing between the two phages is occurring in both directions. of 080 genomes with lambda host range seems relatively restricted. This would require that at n. Single-infection k80 progeny least partial head-tail joining specificity be same efficiency on W 1485 and retained, and that there be, in addition, some i. Survival kinetics of the single-restriction against the assembly of tail struc-,ny are likewise independent of tures combining lambda host range with k80 head-joining specificity. The intermediate senrogeny of a mixed infection are sitivity of the normal-host-range subpopulation keir sensitivity to the lambda-of the lambda-genotype progeny, represented rum, it is clear that the total by curve 5, would be expected if host-range pe progeny (line 3, Fig. 1 ) have a phenotypic mixing occurred within the hostvity to the serum, and the c80-range substructure, but not if mixing occurred jny have acquired greater than exclusively between heads and whole tails. ,ity (line 4, Fig. 1 An additional observation which may be drawn from these data is that the host-range proteins of lambdoid phages must have at least two molecular functions: one through which they associate with the other proteins of the tail structure, and one responsible for serum sensitivity and the recognition of host receptor sites. The cell-binding function, further, must be capable of mutation and selection independent from the function which integrates it with the rest of the tail structure. This suggests that these different regions of the final three-dimensional structure of the protein would not be in intimate structural contact.
